We continue to watch technology redefine “television”
and consumer behavior. Innovation has touched every
point along the content value chain from concept to
production, post-production and distribution- from the
rise of cloud-based services to the industry disruption of
aerial photography to the increase in digital files since
and the explosion of data. Each year StoryTech working
in collaboration with NAB seeks to distill the forward
movement in technology, content and distribution into
key trends that provide an overview of the broadcast
industry while separating the hype from the facts. The
perspective on current trends can aid in decision-making
as well as forecast the challenges facing businesses that
want to benefit from the changes taking place rather
than being at the effect of them.

Trend #1: JUMP IN: The world of Immersive Content
(Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, 360 Video Content)
If you are following the money then you know investment in
immersive technology companies has gone through the virtual
roof. According to research and advisory firm Digi-Captial; over
$1.1 billion was invested in the first two months of 2016. While
a majority of that went to Augmented Realty company Magic
Leap, overall investments in software solutions and services,
head mounted display technology; distribution and even
content creation are up. This already tops the total
2015 investment in the sector, which reached
$692 million. PitchBook’s Virtual Reality
2015 Analyst Report provided a bit of
context for this surge of investment.
“What we’ve gathered from VCs is that
there is still uncertainty about precisely
how large the VR market will become,
but the pieces for a proper ecosystem
to build out, along with the proper
technology to make VR experiences
what they’re made to be, is legitimately
present today. With that conviction,
VCs believe the future market size
will be enough to justify significant
investment into the space.”2

In Q4 of 2015, Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality moved
beyond the stages of mere demo and description resulting in
changes in the marketplace, the release or projected release
of new products and an explosion of content. And, faced the
challenge of how to market to and educate an audience as to
how to access the content. A low rumble began in the summer
of 2014 with Facebook’s $2 billion investment in acquiring
Oculus Rift. That led to the establishment of the Oculus
Story Studio to produce content, the release of
the first Samsung Gear VR powered by
Oculus, and in early January of this year,
to a rush to pre-order the Rift HMD (Head
Mounted Display) at $599. Initially, the
number of people clamoring for the sets
was so high that they crashed the website,
and then…sold out! Those lucky few who
were able to pre-order the Rift were told
their product would ship in March. This
was followed by a bundled offering of an
“Oculus Ready” PC, an HMD and an Xbox
Controller for VR game play that also sold
out rapidly. Now, any one ordering now will
have to wait until July or even later to get

Oculus Rift

1 - Digi-capital, “AR/VR investment hits $1.1 billion already in 2016” 3/2016

2 - PitchBook, “Virtual Reality 2015 Analyst Report” 11/2015

their headsets. Samsung’s next generation $99 GearVR HMD was
sold out before Christmas. At the Global Mobile World Congress
Samsung announced that the GearVR would now be bundled
with the new S7 phone. Mobile, in fact, has become the gateway
for immersive experiences. While the GearVR and soon an HMD
from LG are higher priced, entry-level experiences are accessible
through
lower
price
points or even free with
the Google Cardboard.
The Google cardboard
is an inexpensive 360
video viewer made of,
well,
cardboard
that
allows viewers to insert
their smart phone and
Google
experience 360 videos.
They aren’t much to
look at. They’re sort of a DIY cardboard kit that ships flat prior
to assembly and allows you to fold up the flaps and put in your
phone. More advanced HMD’s are being built off the Cardboard
spec such as the Mattel’s ViewMaster™.

over 25 million installs of Cardboard apps from Google Play and
that over 500,000 students went on Google’ Expeditions which
transports them through the magic of VR all over the world to
places they might never get to go. You can find the Cardboard
Camera App on Google Play, which allows you to take 360
photos. (So far there have been over 750,000 VR photos taken by
consumers.) Facebook and YouTube are capable of 360 video
upload and display, and it is likely that over the next year 360
advertising will emerge on both platforms. VR/360 distributors
Vrideo and Littlstar have quickly become the hub for the
new generation of creators and mobile
apps from content providers Jaunt,
RYOT and others. Their content
can be found in applications on
iOS and Android devices as well
as the Gear VR. Littlstar can even
be found on the Apple tvOS.
Many industries are using VR−from
education and medicine to architecture,
engineering and of course advertising and marketing. This
ensures the overall health and growth of VR use.
As for content, more and more is being produced daily using
several 360 consumer cameras showcased on the NABSHOW
Floor including the Ricoh Theta S, the soon to be released
Sphericam2, and the Kodak PixPro SP360. Samsung also
debuted its new Gear 360 camera in February- a twin-lens ball
that captures spherical 30-megapixel photos and 3840x1920
high-resolution video and includes onboard stitching.

Mattel

VR and 360 video applications and technologies have flourished. In
November of last year, subscribers to the New York Times Sunday
print edition received a free Google Cardboard with their paper.
The New York Times included 1.3 million rolling out their own VR
content service. Google announced in February that 5 million
Google Cardboard viewers had shipped, that there have been

GoPro

Moving
up
to
professional
immersive cameras and rigs means
spending some money to buy or rent
a camera packages, and in many
cases, employing post-production
software to stitch the image. The
two leaders in the space are Kolor
owned by GoPro and VideoStitch.

Now any discussion of the trend towards jumping in to greater
immersion via Augmented Reality for 2016 should probably
begin with Microsoft’s highly anticipated HoloLens. Microsoft
has just begun shipping to developers, the semi-transparent
visors described as the first fully untethered, holographic
computer, enabling you to interact with high definition
holograms in your world. Let’s take a moment here to break
that down. Untethered means that it doesn’t have any cables
attaching it to a computer or a game console. Holographic
means that the images are layered over the real world.
Virtual Reality Head Mounted Displays or HMDs are typically
opaque and immerse and isolate you completely within the
created content world. The Microsoft HoloLens goggles are
transparent. They allow you to see created or layered images in
front of your eyes while also allowing you to see the augmented
real world around you. Holographic also suggests that the
objects may appear flat (like a heads up display that might be
used by a pilot) or 3D (like the unbelievably cool holographic
chess game created by a fan to match the one played by
Chewbacca in the first Star Wars movie.) And interact means

Conflict journalist Christian Stephen creator of “Welcome to
Aleppo”, referred to VR as “the most important journalistic
tool I have ever had.”3

3 - Kaleidoscope, VR Film Festival panel, 9/15
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raised another $827 million to finally enter a pilot production phase
bringing it’s total funding to $1.4 Billion and a valuation of 4.5
billion4. It is speculated that the valuation is based on Magic Leap’s
potential for enterprise applications.

Microsoft

At the end of March, the $3,000 HoloLens Developer Edition
started to make it’s way to developers and will require a
whole new way of thinking about physical space, virtual
experiences and the continuum of mixed realities.
that the HoloLens not only allows you to see objects in the real
world through the visor, it may allow the visor to see them as
well and integrate them into the games and other applications
designed to work with the visor.
But the HoloLens is a lot more than a hologram viewer. It’s
packed with sensors that allow you to interact with applications
using voice commands, your gaze (noting where you focus your
eyes and turn your head) and gestures. The visor is designed
to work with entertainment applications, games like Young
Conker, educational applications that allow you to explore
other parts of the world, communications applications (like
Skype) that allow you to collaborate in new ways and industrial
applications that improve the way that we work in the real
world.
ASOBO STUDIO

In fact, one exciting recent application happened off the real
world on the International Space Station. In December of last
year, two HoloLens devices were shipped up to the Space
Station as part of a routine resupply mission. The devices were
used by astronauts like Scott Kelly as part of NASA’s Sidekick
project to enable station crews with assistance where and
when they need it. They allow ground crews to see what the
astronaut sees and draw annotations into the astronaut’s
environment to help coach them through a task. The device
is also being used to layer animated holographic illustrations
over objects in the astronaut’s environment.

This sort of industrial “helper” application is an important use of
AR. Brother’s AIRscouter is a great example. Brother’s device can
be used in a wide variety of applications. It’s currently being used
by one of its clients to help manage inventory and find products
in a warehouse or via remote collaboration where a trainer or
supervisor is layering directions literally before the eyes of the
technician. The AIRscouter can also be used to pilot a drone. The
device can be worn clipped to a pair of glasses or with the enclosed
temple pieces. Weighing in at just 65 grams or just over 2 ounces,
the headset packs a lot of power in its extremely lightweight
package.
itagged.com

Multi-platform sports delivery

Sports, overlays and augmented reality are coming together in new
ways at Vizrt a leading provider of real-time 3D graphics, studio
automation, sports analysis and asset management tools for the
media and entertainment industries. They are particularly well
known for their graphics tools for sports analysis. These overlay
tools are also commonly seen in weather reporting and live election
coverage. In late February, Vizrt helped create live augmented
reality content for the NFL’s new Combine Primetime show, which
covers six days of press conferences and workouts for the Scouting
Combines at Lucas Oil Stadium. Talk about trends towards greater
immersion and new technology combinations! For the first time
ever, NFL Media used an ncam system alongside its Vizrt graphics
platform to create augmented reality elements. This augmented
reality application is just one piece of an incredibly rich multiplatform content delivery strategy for the NFL. Following on from
their work in fully integrating network and digital platforms seen at
the 2016 Super Bowl, NFL Media’s digital platforms including NFL
Network, NFL.com, NFL Now, and NFL Mobile offered a breadth
of live coverage giving the fans a lot of detailed coverage from the
three sets at the Scouting Combines. Social media was intertwined
among all of these platforms. In addition, live streaming was
available via NFL Mobile from Verizon and on Xbox and Apple TV
via Watch NFL Network.
HOLOLENS NFL

Previously, we spoke of Magic Leap, the secretive start-up AR
Company based in Florida. There has been a lot of speculation
about the company, the technology and its application.
According to Forbes, in February of this year the company

4 - Forbes, “Secretive Augmented Reality Startup Magic Leap Raising $827M” 12/9/2015
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TREND #2: MIX, MATCH AND MAKE
Combining Technologies Takes Content to the Next Level.
Examples: Drones/Live Streaming, 360/Live Streaming, Drones/4K, 4K/HDR.
It takes a tech village to achieve a result these days, and this has led to the combining, recombining, integration and use of multiple
technologies to support content creation and distribution. This trend points not only to individual trends like live streaming, but also
to the marriage of those trends into a larger one.

TWITTER

Liver Streaming + Mobile

releasing an API for it’s live streaming platform. This
willADVERAGES
open up the ability for developers to build live
Facebook video content into any app.

Few technologies are democratizing content
creation quite as much as live streaming.
Individuals, brands and broadcasters are using
Instagram, Periscope, YouNow, MeeVee and
Snapchat to stream everything from their cat
playing the piano to extremely important news
like racial violence and protests in progress.
Periscope exploded on to the scene amassing
over 10 million registered users since its
purchase by Twitter in March of 2015. It currently
averages over 2 million daily users creating over
200 million broadcasts in its first year with over
350,000 hours of video streamed live every day.5
Just this January, Facebook opened up its live
streaming capabilities to a wider audience—
potentially changing the entire live streaming
landscape. A new icon now appears under
your Facebook status update. After you write a
description, you can start streaming…and the
videos stay in your timeline. In a bold move to
socialize Facebook Live, Zuckerberg announced
at his F8 conference that the company would be

2M

Most analysts see the move as an opportunity for
media organizations and other third party hardware
companies to embed Facebook streaming into their
broadcasts. And it’s also a direct aim at Periscope,
DAILY
USERS
who
success
has been with its integration with
Twitter’s API which has created a very social video
platform.

200M

Why is this happening now? The combo of power and
BROADCASTS
strength of mobile sensors and processors, location
based services which drive to localized behaviors
and content opportunities which in turn ignite social
sharing phenomena.

350K
HOURS VIDEO STREAMED
EVERY DAY

Stre.am

siliconangle

A great example of mobile and live streaming is the
company Stre.am. The way the product works is
incredibly simple−just download the app onto your
phone, aim your phone at what you want to stream
and push the big red button. The app sports a nifty
overlay feature that allows you to easily chat with
your friends while you watch, and even allows you
to create snackable reels—with highlight clips from
your live stream that are available for up to 36 hours
after your live broadcast. While the app allows you
to share via Twitter, Facebook, SMS and email, Stre.
am encourages content creators and viewers to stay
on the site to chat. This marks an important trend in
social media sharing. While the major league social
media platforms like Facebook, YouTube, Instagram,
Twitter and Snapchat continue to grow, there is a

5 - Thenextweb.com, “Periscope says its users watch a staggering 110 years worth of live video daily” 3/29/16
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Content is exploding on Live
Streaming Services.
1) YouNow is holding auditions for ‘Americas Got
Talent’ on it’s live stream
1) Calvin Klein announced it would broadcast behindthe-scenes from the making of its fall campaign
live on Periscope.
2) HBO invited fans of Silicon Valley onto the Twitch
platform by having its cast answer live questions
from the audience on the upcoming episodes.

steady migration by users to smaller, more narrowly focused,
chat oriented sites. BLAB! Entered the market last summer
as another hot video streaming app available on iOS and the
web at BLAB.im. It allows four people to stream and chat
simultaneously as an audience watches, comments and can
actually switch places with one of the four chatters. It’s like
Periscope for groups.

or, if you’re lucky will cause the drone to automatically fly home
and land. By utilizing a country-wide LTE network, AT&T and Intel
hope that your drone will essentially never be out of the range of
its controller—allowing the drone to fly much higher and further
away than ever before. Naturally this falls outside of the current
FAA rules. However these rules are still subject to change. Imagine
the unique footage you could get flying the drone into hostile or
extremely remote territory.

BLAB!

Incidentally, if you’re planning on using drones for your next
production, you had better brush up on the current FAA
regulations and requirements at knowbeforeyoufly.org. According
to the website “Know Before You Fly” was founded by the two
leading organizations with a stake in safety – the Association
for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI) and the
Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA). The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) is partnering with the founding members
to spread the word about safe and responsible flying.

Drones + Mobile + Live + VR

Another exciting technology combo at this
year’s NAB show is the connection of drone
technology with mobile technologies, live
streaming and VR technologies. AT&T and
Intel are testing drones on AT&T’s LTE
network to determine how the drones will
respond flying far beyond the site of their
original operators. In many cases, flying out
of the range of your drone’s controller will
either cause your drone to fall out of the sky
FLYBi

FLYBi is a recently funded Indiegogo product that bills itself as the ‘world’s first camera equipped drone that tracks
your head movement’ While wearing connected goggles, the ‘pilot’ will receive live-streamed video from the drone’s
on-board camera and that video is then displayed on the HD LCD display of the headset. The headset is also equipped
with a sensor that allows the control of the drone’s camera by head movement−providing a virtual flying experience.6

6 - Indiegogo.com, “FLYBi - First Drone with Virtual Reality Goggles” 10/15
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Trend #3: AUDIENCE PARTNERSHIP
The nature of the audience has evolved and they are smarter
and savvier. Tech has forced a partnership between the content
providers, storytellers and brands as well as an intricate
game of cat and mouse between them and the audience.
Some technologies favor the cat and some the mouse, but
ultimately a change, powered by data, in how brands market,
advertise and relate to the audience is happening. Social
media, ad blocking, crowd-funding, net neutrality and the
science of data are powering not only a golden age of content,
but also a golden age of aware audiences. Never before have
the stakes been so high. Get it wrong, and your audience
will leave you or simply block your access to revenue with ad
blocking technology. Get it right and your audience will not
only view and share your content, but also participate in its
development and possibly even fund your next venture.
Laptop and desktop ad blocking can be as high as 20%.
According to mobile marketing tech firm Tune, 25% of
mobile phone users have already installed ad blocking on
their phones.7 Adoption among younger users is higher than
average, according to comScore. About 16.5% of users aged
18-24 employed desktop ad-blocking tools in December,
compared with 12.5% of users between the ages of 25 and 34.
For those over the age of 34, the rate was about 8%.8
edelman.com

Thankfully, we can rely on trend-setting automated and smart
social network tracking, content versioning and testing tools like
those offered by the “smart social publishing automation tool”,
trueAnthem. trueAnthem is a leader in the space of Social Content
Tracking. According to the company their EveryShare™ viral
tracking technology “maps the spread of your content across the
web, from person to person, share to share, whether someone copies
and shares your URL or shares via a social button.” TrueAnthem has
a custom smart analytics java tag that you can connect to each
piece of content you create. This patented technology allows you
to track your content every time it’s shared and shared again. This
is especially important as the relative importance of various Social
Media channels is constantly shifting.
Twitter along with their 300 million users just marked its 10th
anniversary in March. While some have suggested that Twitter is
losing some steam, the social media giant has 3.5 billion cash on
hand and is projected to generate $2.5 billion in total ad revenue
worldwide in 2016.10 Brands can use Twitter as a place to introduce
new products, foster collaborative conversations and provide
customer service. Managing social media in record response times is
essential. Instagram is trending upwards as it rolls out advertising,
and an interesting restaurant “food porn” trend has emerged where
not just customers but chefs themselves are photographing dishes
as marketing. Instagram as well as Pinterest and Snapchat are each
expected to grow quickly as they continue to add opportunities for
social commerce.
Comedy Central just announced
it’s expanding its Discover
channel on Snapchat with a slate
of original series that are created
specifically for the short form
platform.

“It will force our industry, I think, to think about what
we communicate and how we communicate, at what
frequency and in what formats, and I think there is good
value that will come from that. I think you will see the rise
in experimentation of introducing new ad experiences,
potentially built around native, where increasingly we embed
the brand’s communications within the environments we
utilize – where there’s very much more focus on the brands
being valuable, as opposed to the brands being salesy.”
─ DigitasLBI’s chief media officer Paul Dalton

Snapchat “allows us to play
with form and format, and the
reception from our fans and the
creative community has been
tremendously gratifying.”
─ Kent Alterman,
Comedy Central president
of original programming11

9

Successful content creators know how important this audience
partnership is and manage the relationship carefully. They are
able to learn exactly what kind of content the audience wants,
where they want to watch it, when and on what device and
then deliver it. They learn where and when audiences watch
their content by utilizing smart tools to automatically analyze
what viewers are watching where and when. They learn what
audiences want to watch by experimenting and by conversing
with audiences directly via social media. Once armed with this
information, content creators can begin the arduous task of
customizing their content to meet the specific needs of various
audience segments.

Meanwhile the leaders in the social media space continue to
innovate, and video continues to dominate social media growth.
Video is especially bullish in Facebook where there are an estimated
8 billion video views a day from 500 million people.12
According to IP giant Cisco, by 2019 video will account for 80% of
global traffic with nearly a million minutes of video shared every
second. And by that time, Cisco estimates that it would take a
million years to watch all the video that will be shared each month.13

7 - Broadcasting and Cable, “Report: Mobile Ad Blocking on the Rise” 3/8/2016
8 - Wall Street Journal “Ad Blockers Are Employed by 10% of U.S. Desktop Users, comScore Finds” 4/1/2016
9 - Thedrum.com, “DigitasLBi’s Paul Dalton on how ad blocking will push brands towards native and experimental ad formats” 3/24/2016
10 -Pharmexec.com, “Twitter at 19: Prodigy or Problem Child?” 3/21/16
11 - Broadcasting & Cable, “Comedy Central Expands Snapchat Series Slate” 3/30/2016
12 - Business Insider , “Facebook is now generating 8 billion video views per day from just 500 million people — here’s how that’s possible”11/4/2015
13 - Cisco, “Visual Networking Index: Forecast and Methodology, 2014-2019 Whitepaper” 3/17/2015
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Facebook’s social features create opportunities as well as
challenges for content creators and advertisers alike:
1) Facebook provides videos in your stream based on
what your friends upload/share/like. But Facebook
has no search for a video or no recommendation
engine based on what you watched before.
2) Facebook has no intellectual property tools and no
income-sharing scheme for content creators but
has recently acquired a number of ad management
solutions like Liverail and other adtech to help
monetize and manage video better.

Trend #4: BELIEVE YOUR EYES
The future of display is bright thanks to the refinement, standards development and adoption
of high impact formats.
In this year of “and” versus “or” we are seeing a key connection
between 4K and HDR. Two big trends from last year’s NAB were
4K and HDR. This year, you can frequently find 4K and HDR
together in the same TV set. As background, 4K has 4 times
as many vertical lines of resolution as 1080p High Definition.
The concept of High Dynamic Range is a little harder for
your average consumer to comprehend. HDR refers to the
difference or contrast between the bright parts of an image
and the dark parts of an image. The blacks are blacker and the
brights are brighter. HDR also refers to a greatly enhanced
color palette often called Wide Color Gamut or WCG. Many
years of multi-viewer testing by industry experts like the
Imaging Science Foundation have indicated the same thing.
If you put two images side by side, and one has higher contrast
ratio and more accurate color (as in HDR) and one just has
higher resolution (as in 4K) the average viewer will pick the
higher contrast ratio and better color option the vast majority
of the time. It just looks more “real”. The difference between
standard images and HDR images is simply stunning.
Until now, we’ve had three different competing technologies
in the HDR space from Dolby, Technicolor and Philips. One
of the reasons for the relatively slow roll-out of HDR-capable
sets in 2015 was the confusion in the marketplace over
precisely what was meant by HDR and whether or not “HDR
content” would play on televisions implementing different
technologies. As a consumer electronics manufacturer, you
want to make sure that all the content in the market can
play on your device. If you’re a content developer, you want
to make sure your content plays on all the devices. If you’re a
consumer who’s shelled out thousands of dollars for an HDR
capable TV set, you just want to be sure you’re able to watch
everything. So last year, consumer electronics companies,
content developers and consumers were all watching and
waiting.

the new Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers or
SMPTE standard. That SMPTE layer is like an HDR lowest common
denominator. Any TV manufacturers who wish to include an extra
layer of technical capability like Dolby Vision may offer that as an
additional layer of technology. But all SMPTE compliant HDR sets
will be able to play all SMPTE compliant content.
At The 2016 NAB Show, Dolby showcased its special version of HDR
known as Dolby Vision. Its HDR technology has been incorporated
into several OLED televisions including TCL’s X1 series, Vizio’s
Reference TV and LG’s SIGNATURE 77” OLED 4K Smart TV w/ webOS
3.0. LG’s OLED TV is not only gorgeous, but also combines 4K and
HDR on an OLED screen. It’s geared up to stream content directly
from the web. It has natural voice recognition- yet another trend for
discovery, navigation and virtual assistance, which also means by the
way, that it’s probably listening to every word you say.You can connect
it to your mobile phone. It has a full web browser. And naturally, it’s
hooked up to a special online shopping space as well. These are all
examples of TVs that are not only sharper, brighter and more colorful
than ever before, but also, smarter, better connected, and are able to
listen and talk to you to be all the more useful in your life.
4k.com

Thankfully, this year we’ve gotten some new clarity around
what HDR means and how to make sure it’s compatible.
The new HDR sets that have come on line all comply with

Sony is launching a 4K Ultra High-Definition movie-streaming
service, ‘Ultra’. It will be offered on Sony 4K Ultra HD TVs
equipped with Android TV.14

14 - nbcnews.com, “Sony Launches Ultra High-Definition Movie Streaming Service” 3/30/2016
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Trend #5: SMART TECH GETS SMARTER
MACHINE LEARNING and AUTOMATION
Computers are learning from our behavior resulting in
the application of artificial intelligence and data-driven
interaction. This enables more efficient and effective content
creation and audience building. One great example of this
is of course which is constantly getting smarter and more
refined is Programmatic Advertising. Programmatic refers
to automated ad buying via special software on a computer.
This is very different from the traditional method of ad buying
and selling which required humans to create RFPs, negotiate
deals, and manually insert the advertising into the final media
product. Programmatic Advertising saves money and increases
profitability while being easier and faster than the traditional
Bonadza

approach. Programmatic advertisers take a large amount of
available user data, correlate it with brands and current events
in real time and then use that data to coordinate ad buys,
prioritize content iterations, and make marketing decisions.
This process, once completed by people called media buyers,
is now handled digitally and automatically. Computers,
using the very latest data about customers and available ad
inventory, correlate that data with marketing goals, then
move very quickly to gobble up relevant advertising space at
the best possible price. If you’re an advertiser, brand manager
or content marketer and you don’t know about programmatic
advertising, well, you should. Venture Beat, a leading source
for tech innovation news suggests that nearly 50 percent of all
brand marketing budgets are already spent on programmatic
ad spend—a number they expect to rise to 83 percent by 2017.
Tech research firm Business Intelligence stated that predicted
ad spend for programmatic video will reach US $3.9 billion
annually by 2018.
Sintec Media manages over $30 billion in ad
sales for many of the world’s leading networks.
When it comes to achieving maximum
revenue from programmatic ad buying
for your advertising inventory, Sintec’s
signature OnBoard sales side platform for
TV and digital programmatic advertising
offers many options. There are two
main types of programmatic advertising
transactions—private marketplace and
open exchange. In private marketplace

transactions, also known as private exchange, one publisher selects
and invites a number of specific buyers to bid on their advertising
inventory. In open exchange transactions also known as open
auction or open marketplace, any buyer or seller can participate.
These exchanges tend to be dominated by huge companies such as
Google, Yahoo and OpenX. Sintec’s OnBoard product allows you to
work in both worlds. You can choose to reach new buyers through
the leading programmatic marketplaces or offer your own private
programmatic marketplace.
Recently, digital advertisers have grown ever more frustrated in
their ability (or complete lack of ability) to track whether or not
they are getting what they’ve paid for. Over the years, there has
been ongoing argument about ad viewability—or what constitutes
a “viewable” digital ad. This is ad fraud, the ugly underbelly of the
industry where bots serve ads that really have no chance of being
viewed by users. The bots create millions of ad impressions that are
not actually seen but for which marketers are charged as if the ads
or promotions have been viewed. In 2013, self-proclaimed Digital

Universal McCann

Ad watchdog (and retired CEO of Hoffman/Lewis Advertising) Bob
Hoffman wrote an exposé about a $7.5 billion dollar advertising
scandal that has been simmering under the radar of the ad world.
He asserts that half or more of the online advertising paid for by
brands has never appeared before real live human beings, that
ad agencies have been getting kickbacks for selling advertising
inventory they know isn’t real, and that ad networks knowingly
sell bot traffic and agencies buy bot traffic and pass those costs
on to the brands ultimately doing the buying. The
Association of National Advertisers and White
Ops in a joint study concluded that ad bots will
cost advertisers over $7.2 billion this year.
Moving forward, those companies offering
advertising inventory should expect
greater demands for accountability from
their brand advertisers. And it seems
prudent for brand advertisers to find the
tools to make sure that those impressions
can be seen and with any luck clicked by
real people.

amazonnews
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